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Abstract
The Chromo domain helicase DNA binding protein 7 (CHD7) is also known as ATP-dependent helicase
CHD7, in humans, the CHD7 gene encodes it. Heterozygous mutations in this protein cause aggregation
and has been determined to have an adverse role in causing CHARGE syndrome. Non-synonymous single
nucleotide polymorphism (nsSNP) analysis tends to be deleterious of the protein yet to be employed with
computational methods though being the highlight for novel investigations. Various computational
methods were used to categorize the 201 identi�ed nsSNPs in the catalytic domain of the CHD7 protein
(the nsSNPs are observed to have a damaging effect in the catalytic domain). Pathogenicity analysis
determined 81 nsSNPs to be pathogenic and further narrowed down to 61 nsSNPs by stability analysis.
Based on the structure availability, the two nsSNPs (P2683S and R2702C) were selected and were
checked in the computational tools for sequence analysis (pathogenicity analysis, stability analysis,
physiochemical property analysis, and conservational analysis) and were determined to have a high
impact over the protein molecule. The molecular dynamics simulation and principal component analysis
(PCA) were performed to determine the conformational stability and �exibility change of the proteins.
Subsequently, a molecular dynamic simulation (MDS) for 100ns was performed to understand the impact
of the differences between the native and the mutant structures of the CHD7 protein. The simulation plots
disclose very minute changes in patterns of stability, residue �uctuation, structure compactness, and
�exibility regarding P2683S and R2702C mutation compared to the native structure. Further, Molecular
docking was performed for the native and the mutant structures P2683S and R2702C to study the
binding e�cacy of the drugs Methyltestosterone and Estradiol resulting in a similar score with a very little
difference to each other. The Native and mutants P2683S and R2702C have similar interaction of -5.7
kcal/mol, -5.9 kcal/mol and − 5.6 kcal/mol respectively with Methyltestosterone followed by a binding
score of -6 kcal/mol, -5.6 kcal/mol and − 5.8 kcal/mol respectively for Estradiol. Detailed study about the
disease, effect of nsSNP’s and the response of the drug towards the mutation are the key factors in order
to launch a new personalized medicine. Therefore, in this study using various computational prediction
methods, molecular dynamics simulation and molecular docking studies we have determined the
nsSNP’s responsible to cause CHARGE syndrome and the drug response with respect to the determined
nsSNP mutations. The outcomes acquired from our investigation will provide the data for experimental
biologists for the additional procedure for examining the rest of the variations in CDH7 protein.

Introduction
The �rst scienti�c report on CHARGE syndrome as an autosomal dominant case was recorded in 1981.1 It
was named CHARGE syndrome for its seven major clinical features, termed as Coloboma of the eye,
Heart defects, Atresia of the nasal choanae, Retardation of growth, Genital/urinary abnormalities, Ear
abnormalities, and deafness.2 It includes the following symptoms: Anosmia (lost smell),
Aplasia/Hypoplasia of the earlobes (absence/ small ear lobes), Cryptorchidism (Undescended testes),
and Anophthalmia (absence of eyeballs).3 CHARGE syndrome often results in developmental delays.4 It
is a complex hereditary disorder along with the extensive scope of tissues/frameworks in�uenced by
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different mutations of CHD7 protein.5 It is an unusual kind of disorder with a predominance of around
one in 10,000 in the wide-ranging population. In a nationwide study, its existence was assessed to be
1/8500, in North America with the previous reports of 1/12 500. On the other hand, in Europe, it was
evidenced to be 1/110 000 births.6 The most elevated CHARGE syndrome frequency was evaluated in
Canada, in the proportion of 1:8,500 live births.7 Heart defects are most likely to arise in around 75% of
patients with pathogenic CHD7 mutation.8 Further CHD7 mutations that were found were reported, it was
identi�ed that around 72% of the mutations are nonsense mutation, 13% of the mutations are reported to
be splice site, and about 10% of the mutations are detected to be missense mutation. These mutations
can get uncovered and experience structural misfolding and, in this way, illustrate structural and
functional abnormalities. For CHD7 mutations, a precise determination of genotype-phenotype
connections has not yet been distinguished, even among CHD7 mutation indistinguishable patients.3,5,9

In the larger part of the cases, the mutations in CHD7 are anticipated to have a functional loss, most likely
prompting to target an unusual mRNA for corruption through mediated decay. Subsequently, it shows
that the haploinsu�ciency for CHD7 is the major pathogenic component underlining the reason for
CHARGE disorder.10,11 The novel mutation in protein CHD7 triggers to cause CHARGE syndrome, and in
some cases, it occurs due to the genomic alterations in chromosome 8.12

The CHD7 gene is positioned at chromosome 8 (8q12) with 61.59 Mb ranging from its p-arm telomere,
with a genetic magnitude of 188 kb, it is made up of 38 exons. The heterozygous mutations and
deletions may also contribute CHARGE syndrome. Presently, the CHD7 gene is known to be related to
CHARGE disorder.13 The creation of chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein. The responsible gene
provides the guidelines for the creation of chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein.14 This protein is
usually originated before birth in many locales of the body, including the eye, inner ear, and brain.15 A
hefty portion of the changes in the CHD7 gene leads to abnormal CHD7 protein construction that is
fragmented down.16

Genetic polymorphisms exist in the human genome. The most general sort of polymorphism to be known
is SNP, which arises in recurrence around 1 of each 300 nucleotide base pairs, and more than around
10 million in the general populace. Divergence can appear in coding and non-coding area of the genes
and likewise affect the structural organization and function of the protein implied by a speci�c gene, for
the most part in the cases when the polymorphism prompts the replacement of an amino acid in the
conserved functional district of the protein.17–20 The stability loss of the proteins is one of the other
signi�cant reasons for the cause of disease. The proteins are imperceptibly stable; in this way, even a
small impact on the stability may change protein’s thermodynamic harmony to turn the folded state
unstable. Brought down by stability in a protein prompts a decrease of protein's effective concentration,
which further prompts to reduce its capacity to perform its biochemical function.21

In this study, the structural changes between the native protein and the mutated proteins were identi�ed,
analysed, and visualized to understand the highly Deleterious nsSNPs that have the highest probability to
cause CHARGE syndrome.
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Materials And Methods
Information Compilation

Human CHD7 protein data information of the nsSNPs from the NCBI, UniProt, and HGMD were
gathered.22–24 From Protein Data Bank (PDB), the 3D structure of UniProt ID Q9P2D1 with the PDB ID
2VOF was acquired.25

Sequence Investigation
PredictSNP and iStable tools were used to study the pathogenicity and stability of the nsSNPs,
respectively. Computational tools such as PhD-SNP, PolyPhen‐1, PolyPhen‐2, SIFT, and SNAP were used
to determine the pathogenicity of nsSNPs to anticipate pathogenicity of mutations as Deleterious or
Neutral individually.26,27 The stability of the nsSNPs was determined using iStable, which has an encased
procedure of iStable, I-Mutant, and MUpro.28 The FASTA sequence retrieved from the public database
UniProt and the nsSNPs were submitted as input. The prediction of the missense substitution ranges
from enhanced Deleterious to enhance Neutral. Align-GVGD depends on the biophysical properties of
amino acids and protein's multiple sequence alignments.29 When an estimation of GV = 0 represents
invariant residue in the alignment, a GV score between 60 and 65 is the conservative upper limit. While
the estimation of GD = 0 compares a missense substitution present at the invariant position, a GD score
somewhere in the range of 60 and 65 is the most elevated conserved missense substitution, and GD > 
100 represents radical replacement.30

Structural Investigation

The Protein Data Bank (PDB; http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/) is the solitary collection of structural information
and three-dimensional structures of biological macromolecules.31,32 The mutation analysis was
performed with the outcomes acquired, employing computational tools utilizing Swiss-PdbViewer.33

Dependent on the values of RMSD, the deviance among the native structure and mutant structure was
investigated.

Evolutionary Investigation

Prediction of the sequence conservation becomes an essential factor for understanding the effect of the
mutation. The nsSNPs that fall under the conserved regions of the protein were determined using the
ConSurf web server. Any mutation observed in the conserved districts of the ConSurf server may have an
increasingly Deleterious outcome on the structural or functional properties.34 The conservation rankings
are determined with the utilization of ConSurf shading codes, ranging from 1–9, where 1 indicated the
top speedy developing positions, �ve demonstrate the places of transitional rates, and 9 indicates the
leading conserved positions of the protein.

Neighbouring Amino Acid Changes Prediction
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Neighbouring amino acid changes exploration from the mutational point would evoke the conformational
variations in the mutant structures. Visualization of the structures via Discovery Studio was performed
within the range of 4 Å from the substituted amino acid, close residue examination for the �uctuated
native and mutant structures.35

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The native and mutant proteins were cleaned, and the GROMOS96 43a1 force �eld was applied to
generate topology for the MDS using GROMACS. The topology of the structure was built, and a cubic
water box was built around the protein. Ions were added based on the charge to neutralize the entire
setup. After the system was set, Energy minimization was carried out for 100ps. Once the minimal energy
was achieved, the model was equilibrated with an Isothermal-isochoric ensemble (NVT) and Isothermal-
isobaric ensemble (NPT) analysis for 100ps each. The entire model was exposed to MD simulation for
100 ns. After the MDS, the trajectories were analyzed, and each structure was analyzed for its RMSD,
RMSF, Gyration, HBond, and SASA by implementing the gmx rmsd, gmx rmsf, gmx gyrate, gmx hbond,
and gmx sasa commands, respectively. Both the mutant and the native structures were simulated with a
similar protocol to realize how the mutation can change the protein structure and recognize protein
conformation in a dynamic state.36,37

Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was done to understand the conformational stability of the protein
structure. PCA is a statistical technique that operates on variance and covariance matrix by extracting the
protein MD-trajectory’s important motions. PCA involves a mathematical procedure that transforms a
several (possibly) correlated variables into a (smaller) number of uncorrelated variables called principal
components. The mathematical technique used in PCA is called eigenanalysis: eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. Diagonalisation of the covariance matrix is the corresponding eigenvectors and
eigenvalues. Eigenvectors are also called the principal or essential modes. PCA is based on the
computation of the elements of the positional �uctuation covariance matrix of the protein backbone. The
variance and covariance matrix were created using the gmx covar module. The changes imposed and
most prominent motions in the protein systems were obtained using principal component analysis
employing the gmx anaeig module in gromacs. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are given as input �les
and return RMS �uctuation per atom of selected eigenvectors. The �rst �ve, tenth and twentieth
projections of the protein trajectory were plotted for cosine content with xmgrace against the dynamics
time period of 100ns.31,38

Docking of the Native and Deleterious Mutant Structures

The structure 2V0F along with P2683S and R2702C mutations were docked with the drugs Methyl
testosterone and Estradiol retrieved from the PubChem database. Molecular docking study was
performed to identify the functional changes and also the activity of the drug while binding with the
native and mutant structures. The structures were energy minimized to make the proteins stable. Polar
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hydrogens were added along with Kollman and AD4 type charges to the proteins and the Grid was set at
the identi�ed Binding Site. Binding Site was predicted using CastP online tool
(http://sts.bioe.uic.edu/castp/index.html?201l). The drugs were docked at the binding site for three times
consecutively and the average was taken using AutoDock tool. AutoDock is a freely available software
used for computational docking and virtual screening of small molecules and macromolecular receptors.
The docked Complexes were visualized using PyMol Tool.39

Results
Dataset Collection

A sum of around 201 SNPs was collected for CHD7 protein; then, their Deleterious natures were analyzed
by numerous computational techniques. After removing the overlapping nsSNPs, the number of 201
nsSNPs of CHD7 mutations was retrieved via freely available databases like NCBI, UniProt, and HGMD.
(Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1)

Table 1
Datasets retrieved from various databases for CHD7 protein

Protein
Name

UniProt
ID

AA
Length

NCBI

Protein Accession
Number

SNP Functional Class Information

NCBI UniProt HGMD Total
nsSNP’s

CHD7 Q9P2D1 2997 NP_060250.2 97 76 28 201

 

Pathogenicity Estimation Approaches

The impacts of SNPs tangled in the protein functioning were veri�ed utilizing the computational tools,
PhD-SNP, PolyPhen‐1, PolyPhen‐2, SIFT, SNAP, anticipating 81 nsSNPs out of 201 nsSNPs to be highly
pathogenic. (Table 2, Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1).

Table 2
Determination of the Deleterious nsSNP’s in pathogenicity prediction tools

PhD-SNP PolyPhen-1 PolyPhen-2 SIFT SNAP Deleterious nsSNP’s present in all tools

75 93 127 127 78 81

 

Stability and Physiochemical Property Prediction

The stability prediction and physiochemical property prediction was performed for the highly pathogenic
81 nsSNPs. iStable tool was used to determine the stability of the nsSNPs, which incorporates I-Mutant,
MUpro, and iStable. It was found that out of 81 nsSNPs, 61 nsSNPs were determined to be highly
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unstable in their protein structures. (Table 3, Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. 2). The
align-GVGD tool was used to perform physicochemical property prediction; from the retrieved results, it
was shown that 69 nsSNPs out of the 81 nsSNPs pursue missense substitutions in the protein of interest
(Supplementary Table 4).

Table 3
Determination of the unstable nsSNP’s after stability prediction

Stability prediction tools I-
Mutant

MUpro iStable Unstable nsSNP’s present in all
tools

No. of nsSNP’s with decreasing
stability

55 15 61 61

 

Structure Retrieval

Based on the 3D structure availability, we have 3 NMR structures available for the CHD7 protein in Protein
Data Bank (Table 4). Based on the 3D structure 2VOF with the mutational position 2631–2715, 2 highly
Deleterious nsSNPs (P2683S and R2702C) are selected, which was predicted to be deleterious and
unstable from pathogenicity analysis, stability analysis, and Align – GVGD prediction (Table 5a-c) The
structure contains only one chain namely A chain, with the resolution of 1.80 Å. Therefore, we retrieved
the 3D structure of the protein ID 2VOF from Protein Data Bank (PDB) and analyzed it for further studies.

Table 4
Table representing the
structures available for

CHD7 protein
PDB ID Positions

2CKC 2563–2622

2V0E 2561–2614

2V0F 2631–2715

 
Table 5

a: Pathogenicity analysis
rsID/Variant nsSNP’s PhD-SNP PolyPhen-1 PolyPhen-2 SIFT SNAP

201319489 P2683S - D D D D

VAR_068155 R2702C D - D D D

(D indicates Deleterious)
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Table 5
b: Stability analysis

rsID /Variant nsSNP’s I-Mutant MUpro iStable

201319489 P2683S Inc Null Inc

VAR_068155 R2702C Dec Null Dec

Table 5
c Align – GVGD prediction of selected nsSNP’s

rsID /Variant nsSNP’s GV GD Prediction

201319489 P2683S 0.00 73.35 Class C65

VAR_068155 R2702C 0.00 179.53 Class C65

Protein Conservation Prediction

When considering the two mutant positions, P2683S and R2702C, we witnessed that these two mutant
positions are present in the extremely conserved regions by a score of 8 and 9. The changes in the
conserved region will lead to a substantial-high impression on structural and functional alternations to
cause the disease conditions in the individuals and considered to have a signi�cant characteristic in
functional Consequence of the protein. (Fig. 1).

Structural Investigation
The structural examination was completed for the two extremely Deleterious nsSNPs (P2683S and
R2702C). The native structure (PDB ID: 2V0F) was taken as the template and mutated through the
support of the Swiss-PdbViewer. The energy was minimized for native, and two mutant assemblies by the
same Swiss-PdbViewer and their values were determined to be 2738.306 KJ/mol for native structure
2V0F, -2528.754 KJ/mol for the mutant structure P2683S, and − 2193.724 KJ/mol for the mutant
structure R2702C. From the result, it was shown that all the mutant structures obtained an increased
energy value when compared with native structures. Since the mutant structures gained more energy, it
will show a Deleterious impression on the structure and function of the mutant proteins.

The RMSD values were calculated for the native structure, and both the mutant structures; the resulting
RMSD values for native structure 2V0F were 0nm, for the mutant structure P2683S was 0.224nm, and for
R2702C was 0.218nm. All the mutant structures had relatively identical RMSD standards. The higher the
RMSD standards, the more determined will be a deviation amongst the native and mutant kind proteins.
Hence in RMSD analysis, the substituted amino acids in both mutant structures were highly deviated
from the native amino acid and having the RMSD value > 0 Nanometer. These results suggest that the
substituted amino acids will disturb the structure and function of the mutant proteins.
Superimposed structure of nsSNPs

The superimposed structural investigation was completed for a native and mutant amino acid with
PyMOL software.39 The superimposed structures of P2683S and R2702C nsSNPs. In both the images,
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green color stick model represents the native amino acid, and the blue color represents the substituted
Deleterious amino acid. From the image, it was observed that the substituted amino acids of the nsSNP
P2683S were slightly deviated from the native structure, whereas the nsSNP R2702C shows a high
deviation from the native structure. From this analysis, it was observed that R2702C have much
impression on protein structure and function. (Fig. 2)

 

 
Neighbouring Amino acid Changes Prediction

P2683 possessed 12 neighbouring amino acids in its native structure and number of a surrounding
amino acid are reduced to 11 in its mutant structure P2683S. Native R2702 possessed 14 surrounding
amino acids, and the R2702C mutant structure has reduced to 12 amino acids shown in Table 6
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The gain and loss/damage of conventional hydrogen bonds were also observed
in the case of P2683S and R2702C mutants, respectively.

In P2683S, there is an addition of 2 Hydrogen bonds in the mutant structure suggests that this mutation
has less impact on the stability of the protein even though they lost one surrounding amino acid.
Whereas in R2702C, both the surrounding amino acids and hydrogen bonds were lost accordingly 2 and
1, which indicates that this mutation has a very high Deleterious impact on the protein functioning.
(Table 6).

Table 6
Surrounding amino acid change with presence and absence of hydrogen bond around the substituted

position.
nsSNP’s No. of surrounding amino acids No. of conventional

hydrogen Bond

P2683S VAL, ALA, VAL, LEU, TRP, THR, ASP, GLY, ASP, ARG, ALA,
ASP

THR, ASP

VAL, ALA, VAL, LEU, TRP, THR, ASP, GLY, ASP, ALA, ASP THR, ASP, ASP, GLY

R2702C GLU, PRO, ASN, LEU, LEU, ALA, VAL, LEU, PHE, ASP, PHE,
MET, ASP, LEU

LEU, VAL, MET

LEU, LEU, ALA, VAL, LEU, PHE, ASP, PHE, MET, ASP, LYS,
LEU

VAL, MET

 

Amino acid property change analysis

Changes in the amino acid property may lead to a structural change. A protein with a changed structure
may directly correlate with the stability of the protein.40 In the circumstance of P2683S, the changes
observed are Hydrophilic to Neutral, which indicates no effect over the protein due to mutation, the side
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chain �exibility changes from Restricted to low, which indicates a slight impact over the protein structure.
In interaction modes the H-bonds are added in the mutant structure leading to the increase of the
conventional H-bonds which in turn helps in the sustenance of the stability of the protein molecule.
Whereas in the case of R2702C, the changes observed are Hydrophilic to Hydrophobic, the side chain
�exibility changes from High to Low, which has a vast impression on the protein construction once after
the mutation. In the interaction modes, the mutant structure lacks H-bonds when related to the native
structure, directly affecting the stability of the molecule (Table 7).

Table 7
Native and Mutant Amino acid property analysis

Variant ID/
rsID

Missense
Mutation

Property
changes

Side
chain
�exibility

Interaction modes

201319489 P2683S Hydrophilic to
Neutral

Restricted
to Low

van der Waals to

H-bonds

VAR_068155 R2702C Hydrophilic to
Hydrophobic

High to
Low

Ionic, H-bonds, van der Waals to
Covalent disul�de bonds, van der Waals

 

Molecular Dynamics

The Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) was run for the time period of 100ns. Based on the outcomes
obtained, it is concluded that the native shows a higher deviation than the mutant structures. Therefore, it
results that, native has more signi�cant structural changes than that of the mutants. The native oscillates
high throughout the simulation time and was not stable with a high RMSD of ~ 0.56nm, whereas mutant
P2683S was stable and also had the least RMSD of ~ 0.35nm, followed by the R2702C, which was stable
till 100ns and oscillated slightly and again became stable with higher RMSD of ~ 0.45nm after the 45th
ns. This higher structural change observed in the P2683S compared to the native structure makes it more
pathogenic and stable (Fig. 3), which correlates with our pathogenicity, stability, and structural analysis
results.

The Radius of Gyration is used to determine the compactness changes (Structural �exibility) of the
protein due to mutation. Lower the radius of gyration value indicates the more compact (best) protein.
The native structure was found to have the highest radius of gyration, which indicates that the native
structure is less compact. The nsSNP R2702C, which showed a lower Rg value, also shows compactness
(Fig. 4).

The determination of the deviation in hydrogen bond is used to measure the changes in the stability due
to mutation. The native structure showed the least hydrogen bond changes, and mutant nsSNPs R2702C
and P26823 showed more hydrogen bond changes throughout the time period of 100ns (Fig. 5).
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The Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) is used to determine the changes in the protein
compactness (Structural �exibility) due to the change. The native structure was found to have a high
SASA value, which indicates that the native structure has the least compactness. The mutant structure
P2682S showed a higher SASA value, which signi�es the least compactness compared to the R2702C
mutant structure and native structure (Fig. 6).

Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) values indicate greater �exibility during the MD simulation. Based
on the results, we conclude that the nsSNP P2683S shows higher �uctuation than the native structure
compared to R2702C. Therefore, from the result, it is found that the nsSNP P2683S has the �exibility
compared to the native structure and the nsSNP R2702C. This higher �exibility change observed in the
P2683S compared to the native structure makes it more pathogenic and reduced stability (Fig. 7) and this
correlates with our pathogenicity, stability, and structural analysis results.

Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) was done to understand the structural and conformational
variations of the native and mutant proteins. The �rst step involved the generation of the covariance
matrix of the protein backbone. The top eigenvectors are responsible for approximately 90% of the
internal motions of the protein. Therefore, the �rst, �fth, tenth and the twentieth projections from the
trajectory were retrieved and projected onto the eigenvectors against time during the 100ns simulation
period (Fig. 8a-c).

The mutant system trajectories were projected over the apo form to identify the in�uence of the
mutations over the protein. The results indicate the existence of multiple conformations of the proteins in
the solution, and an equilibrium shift mechanism is induced upon mutation (Fig. 9). The mutant proteins
were found to have a vast conformational space followed by the native. This conformational space
directly signi�es the �exibility of proteins, i.e., the mutants are more �exible than native.

Interaction of Drug with the native and deleterious mutants
Methyltestosterone and Estradiol are most widely used in the treatment of hypogonadism in men and
women respectively.41,42 Therefore, Methyltestosterone and Estradiol were used to identify their binding
a�nity with the native and the deleterious & unstable nsSNPs (P2683S & R2702C) structures with the aid
of molecular docking studies. The drug �ts into the binding site of the CHD7 protein. The binding site was
identi�ed using CastP tool.43 The details of the identi�ed Binding site are given in Table 8.
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Table 8
Binding Site of CHD7 Protein

Volume
of the
binding
site

Surface
Area

Residues

1850.926
SA

3576.052
SA

GLY2629, SER2630, ARG2631, ASN2632, PRO2633, ASN2634, LEU2636,
ASP2637, ILE2638, ASN2639, THR2640, LEU2641, THR2642, GLY2643,
GLU2644, GLU2645, ARG2646, VAL2647, PRO2648, VAL2649, VAL2650,
ASN2651, LYS2652, ARG2653, ASN2654, GLY2655, LYS2656, LYS2657,
MET2658, GLY2659, GLY2660, ALA2661, MET2662, ALA2663, PRO2664,
PRO2665, MET2666, LYS2667, ASP2668, LEU2669, PRO2670, ARG2671,
TRP2672, LEU2673, GLU2674, GLU2675, ASN2676, PRO2677, GLU2678,
PHE2679, ALA2680, VAL2681, ALA2682, PRO2683, ASP2684, TRP2685,
THR2686, ASP2687, ILE2688, VAL2689, LYS2690, GLN2691, SER2692,
GLY2693, PHE2694, VAL2695, PRO2696, GLU2697, SER2698, MET2699,
PHE2700, ASP2701, ARG2702, LEU2703, LEU2704, THR2705, GLY2706,
PRO2707, VAL2708, VAL2709, ARG2710, GLY2711, GLU2712

 

The Native interacts with an average binding score of -5.7 kcal/mol, trailed by 2 mutant structures with
the average score − 5.9kcal/mol and − 5.6 kcal/mol for P2683S and R2702C respectively with
Methyltestosterone (Fig. 10a-c). The native, P2683S and R2702C structures showed a binding score of -6
kcal/mol, -5.6 kcal/mol and − 5.8 kcal/mol respectively (Fig. 11a-c) for Estradiol. The interaction of the
three structures with both the drug showed similar score with a very little difference to each other.

Discussion
CHARGE syndrome is a rare genetic condition characterized by autosomal dominant clinical features
including Coloboma, Heart malformations, Atresia of the choanae, Retardation of growth or development,
Genital anomalies, and Ear malformations in an individual. Pathogenic and unstable nsSNPs initiated in
the CHD7 protein are the most crucial cause of CHARGE syndrome, which have been acknowledged in
about 70–90% of CHARGE syndrome patients. CHD7 gene was discovered to be the leading cause of
CHARGE syndrome since 2004. The CHD7 gene encodes the Chromodomain Helicase DNA binding
protein; mutation in this protein is responsible for causing CHARGE syndrome. Additionally, the
determination of the CHARGE syndrome-related nsSNPs is a vital criterion to identify the primary cause of
developing the disorder.44 The SNP classi�cations from the various datasets have proved to be an
effective method to understand the pathological impact over the rare disorders.28 Determining the
nsSNPs responsible for causing several diseases is more accurate by employing computational tools (in
silico tools, sequence analysis, structural analysis, molecular dynamic simulation, and principal
component analysis).45–48

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs) are the single base substitution found in speci�c positions
affecting the coding regions of the human genome, which might cause an alteration in the structural
properties of the protein leading to the functional changes responsible for causing certain diseases.49
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SNPs have a vital contribution to the progression of the disease. The genetic changes caused due to the
SNPs exist in > 1% of the overall population.50 The evolution of molecular sequencing and number of
SNPs have been stored consistently in the public databases.51 Utilization of various computational tools
could dependably expand the predictions of nsSNP pathogenicity. Analysing these SNPs through
experimental methods might be challenging and time-consuming; nevertheless, the computational
analysis of the nsSNPs is proved to improve the functional characterization of the nsSNPs that would
provide massive support in the development of personalized medicine.52 The classi�cation and the
diagnosis of genetic diseases are expected to be enhanced using computational tools. In this current
study, the main objective is to determine the most Deleterious nsSNPs (P2683S and R2702C) that have a
high possibility to cause CHARGE syndrome by employing various existing computational tools.

Bartels et al. reported an investigation report regarding the mutations in CHD7 detected by a clinical
laboratory. CHD7 mutations were recognized in 203 of 642 (∼32%) cases alluded to GeneDx for clinical
testing. A sum of variants determined from cases that were known to be novel or eluded organization. In
furthermost cases, the missense mutations are hard to categorize, the inheritance of a novel missense
mutation is di�cult to detect if the parent is mosaic for a pathogenic transformation or benign
polymorphism. The nsSNPs P2683S and R2702C were determined in the clinical assessment of the
parent. The protein variation of P2683S situated in the BRK domain from CHD7 was identi�ed in the
conserved region of a parent, and R2702C was determined to be identi�ed in the conserved region of
another parent.40,53 The presence of a mutation in the conserved region indicates the high possibility to
cause CHARGE syndrome.

The number of 201 nsSNPs of CHD7 protein was collected from the freely available databases (NCBI,
UniProt, and HGMD) and were exposed to various computational tools to analyze the pathogenicity and
stability of the nsSNPs.27 In the sequence-based analysis, the nsSNPs were analyzed to predict their
functional effect over the protein molecule. Out of 201 nsSNPs, 81 nsSNPs were highly Deleterious by all
the 5 tools used (PhD-SNP, PolyPhen‐1, PolyPhen‐2, SIFT, SNAP). Then 81 nsSNPs were subjected to
stability prediction tools (iStable, I-Mutant, and MUpro) to determine the unstable nsSNPs, and it was
shown that 61 nsSNPs have a decrease in the stability. Based on sequence analysis, 61 nsSNPs were
predicted to be highly Deleterious, unstable, and certainly selected for the structural analysis.

In the structure-based analysis, crystallographic 3D structure (PDB ID: 2VOF) was available for the two
nsSNPs P2683S and R2702C, and they had pathogenicity impact in all the 5 tools and stability impact
ranged between 0 and 2 out of 3 tools used. The amino acid present in the conserved region of the
protein is signi�cantly important both functionally and biologically. If there is a nsSNP change in these
amino acids it might lead to a high-risk and contribute to the structural and functional changes in the
protein molecule. These two nsSNPs, P2683S, and R2702C positions were analyzed for their
conservation analysis using ConSurf server, and we found that both the mutations fall in highly
conserved regions 8 and 9, respectively, of the protein sequence, it shows that both the positions have a
functional effect over the protein. Further structural differences between the native and mutant protein
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structure done through Swiss-PdbViewer 54 and was analyzed using PyMOL software, which predicts that
R2702C nsSNP has highly deviated from the native structure when compared to the nsSNP P2683S.
Changes in surrounding amino acids and amino acid properties between the native and the mutants were
determined to detect any change in the stability/function.40,55 From this analysis, we predict that nsSNP
R2702C shows the difference in surrounding amino acids (lack of hydrogen bond) and amino acid
properties (hydrophilic to hydrophobic) when compared to the native structure (R2702), which directly
affects the stability of the protein structure and This indicates that the nsSNP R2702C has a vast
impression on protein structure and function.

Moreover, the molecular dynamics simulation was performed for 100ns to recognize the structural and
functional changes at the secondary and tertiary level (dynamic conformational changes, stability
changes, �exibility changes, and the difference of the structural compactness) between the native and
the mutant (P2683S and R2702C) structures.36

In contrast to all the above results, the Molecular Dynamics Simulation results state that nsSNP P2683S
is highly Deleterious, highly stable, and possessed high functional effects over the native protein. The
native protein deviated in all analysis showing very low stability and compactness compared to the
nsSNP structures. Molecular dynamics demonstrates to be an improved procedure for the investigation
of massive protein with high variation data collection coordinating with the computational analysis.
Overall, in the molecular dynamics’ simulation study, the RMSD, radius of gyration, hydrogen bond
changes, SASA, and RMSF analysis suggest that the nsSNPs P2683S has a lower deviation and high
compactness than that of the native structure and the nsSNP R2702C.

The principal component analysis is determined to be a signi�cant tool to understand the conformational
changes occurred in the biological system of the protein molecule during the process of molecular
dynamics simulation. PCA also con�rms that the conformational stability and �exibility of the structures
are high in mutants and less in native.

Finally, molecular docking study was performed for the native and the mutant protein structure with
Methyl testosterone and Estradiol to determine the ability of the drugs over the mutations. The docking
results concluded that the interaction and effect remain the same and no much changes are observed
except the position at which the drugs �t in the binding site, stating that the drugs bind effectively with
the native and Mutants.

Therefore, based on the sequence and structure analysis both the nsSNPs P2683S and R2702C are
determined to have a huge impact to cause CHARGE syndrome in individuals harbouring this mutation
and the drugs Methyltestosterone and Estradiol both works effective with the mutations retrieved from
the current study. High-end computational approaches such as molecular dynamics and molecular
docking studies deliver an understanding of the mutations and gather a heap of data for the experimental
analysis. The outcomes acquired from our investigation will give a magni�cent piece of information to
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experimental biologists for the additional procedure and might go about as a stage for examining the rest
of the variations in CDH7 protein.56

Conclusion
This remains the �rst study that comprises the entire mutational investigation of the CHD7 protein;
various computational approaches have been utilized to identify the most deleterious nsSNPs
responsible for causing CHARGE syndrome. In sequence analysis, it was evident that the nsSNPs P2683S
and R2702C to be more signi�cant out of 201nsSNPs. Based on the Molecular Dynamics Simulation, the
nsSNPs P2683S and R2702C were more stable than those of the native structure. The sequence and
structural analysis conclude that both the nsSNPs were found to have a high potential to cause this
syndrome. The results from this study will aid in computational and therapeutic approaches against
CHARGE Syndrome for the development of novel drugs and treatments that are potent to inhibit the
disease.
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Figures

Figure 1

ConSurf results for the selected nsSNP’s P2683S and R2702C
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Figure 2

Superimposed structures of native and mutant models (A: P2683S and B: R2702C) of CHD7 protein
respectively. (Green: Native Structure and Blue: mutated region)

Figure 3

The above �gure represents the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) during the time period of 100ns.
Black: Native, Red: P2683S and Green: R2702C. (X axis = time and Y axis = RMSD values)
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Figure 4

The above �gure represents the Structural Flexibility of the protein due to mutation, Black: Native, Red:
P2683S and Green: R2702C. (X axis = time and Y axis = radius of gyration)

Figure 5

The above �gure represents the �uctuations in the number of hydrogen bonds in the protein due to
mutation, Black: Native, Red: P2683S and Green: R2702C. (X axis = time and Y axis = no. of hydrogen
bond)
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Figure 6

The above �gure represents the Structural Flexibility of the protein due to mutation, Black: Native, Red:
P2683S and Green: R2702C. (X axis = time and Y axis = radius of gyration)

Figure 7

The above �gure represents the Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) during the time period of 100ns.
Black: Native, Red: P2683S and Green: R2702C. (X axis = time and Y axis = RMSF peaks)
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Figure 8

(a-c) Eigen vectors 1-5, 10 & 20 plotted for 100ns MDS: (a) Native, (b) P2683S, (c) R2702C

Figure 9

2D projection of eigenvector 1 & 2 for 100ns MDS: Black: Native, Red: P2683S and Green: R2702C
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Figure 10

Interaction of Methyltestosterone with CHD7 proteins. (Magenta: Methyltestosterone, Yellow orange:
Native, Deep teel: P2683S, Cyan: R2702C) 10a: Interaction of native structure with Methyltestosterone,
10b: Interaction of mutant structure (P2683S) with Methyltestosterone and 10c: Interaction of mutant
structure (R2702C) with Methyltestosterone.

Figure 11

Interaction of Estradiol with CHD7 proteins. (Green: Estradiol, Yellow orange: Native, Deep teel: P2683S,
Cyan: R2702C) 11a: Interaction of native structure with Estradiol, 11b: Interaction of mutant structure
(P2683S) with Estradiol and 11c: Interaction of mutant structure (R2702C) with Estradiol.
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